Modelling Feedback in Virtual Patients: An Iterative Approach.
Virtual Patients (VPs) offer learners the opportunity to practice clinical reasoning skills and have recently been integrated in Massive Open Online Courses (MOOCs). Feedback is a central part of a branched VP, allowing the learner to reflect on the consequences of their decisions and actions. However, there is insufficient guidance on how to design feedback models within VPs and especially in the context of their application in MOOCs. In this paper, we share our experiences from building a feedback model for a bladder cancer VP in a Urology MOOC, following an iterative process in three steps. Our results demonstrate how we can systematize the process of improving the quality of VP components by the application of known literature frameworks and extend them with a feedback module. We illustrate the design and re-design process and exemplify with content from our VP. Our results can act as starting point for discussions on modelling feedback in VPs and invite future research on the topic.